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A NEW FOCUS
TO INNOVATION
IN CONNECTIVITY
Digital transformation (DX)
and the dawning of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution have forced
a new focus to innovation in
connectivity technologies.

As more businesses and industries invest in technical
infrastructure and innovative tools in a worldwide effort
to build smart, connected organizations, the demand for
capacity has reached fever pitch. The result is growing
pressure on the fiber optic backbone networks of service
providers and internet content providers alike.
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ENTERPRISES GAIN FROM
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Most importantly, softwareization facilitates self-service
and bandwidth-on-demand applications, allowing businesses more flexibly to manipulate bandwidth or services
according to their needs—which can fluctuate widely.
So, as those technical investments gobble up bandwidth
and capacity, softwareization empowers businesses to
intelligently apply resources where they are most impactful.
Another critical element of softwareization is that this data
can be surfaced via open source networking capabilities
and analyzed using lower cost “white box” equipment,
saving enterprises from having to purchase additional
expensive, proprietary, purpose-built hardware.

To help meet the demands of DX, carriers leverage a
combination of software defined networking (SDN) and
network functions virtualization (NFV) called softwaredefined wide area networking (SDWAN) that enables the
public internet to provide high levels of security and quality
of service (QoS) for enterprises. Part of a larger trend called
softwareization, network data can be “surfaced” in order to
increase visibility, enabling the sharing of data with other
applications such as artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) for analysis, network automation and
route optimization.
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SOFTWAREIZATION
AND OPTICS
- A REAL WORLD EXAMPLE

FIGURE 1:
Assessing real-time performance awareness
on a 1,300 km production network route

based on accurate “residual margin” measurement
during real-time operations and based on state-of-life
fiber conditions.

Optimizing resources through software is only one of the
ways optical leaders are addressing the demands fueled
by DX. Emphasis on challenging the boundaries of hardware-based communications technology hasn’t lessened,
with single-wavelength transmission capacity now reaching
an astounding 800 Gb/s (gigabits per second). But the real
innovation comes when advances in optical layer software
intelligence and automation clear the way for an opportunity to extract additional value from physical fiber assets
whille not only meeting, but exceeding, customer expecation.

That effort directly addresses the challenge of optical
networks lacking the ability to accurately measure margin
in real time, which can increase costs, slow wavelength
activation and prevent the network from operating at its
highest possible capacity. During that trial, 200G wavelengths were provisioned on-demand based on the
accurate real-time (DSP-independent) visibility of residual
margin and optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) on a 1,300
km long-haul transmission route between Hamburg and
Prague. The live field trial featured an industry-first demonstration of in-service optical margin measurement without
the need for additional hardware equipment.

Industry leaders Telia Carrier and Infinera have collaborated for several years to push optical layer software
intelligence and automation to the next level through
industry partnership. For example, in 2018, the two
companies conducted a live field trial that demonstrated
the operational value of optical performance awareness
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THE LIVE FIELD TRIAL
FEATURED AN INDUSTRYFIRST DEMONSTRATION OF
IN-SERVICE OPTICAL MARGIN
MEASUREMENT.

490

Building on that success, early in 2019, Infinera and Telia
Carrier expanded the field trial to span 490 live network
links across the Telia Carrier backbone network in Europe—
testing the limits of our software intelligence and automation capabilities. This new field trial was an increase in both
scope and length of time, with testing conducted across
metro, long-haul core, and subsea network domains—and
lasting more than a month.
During the trial, an assortment of real-time use cases
was tested on network routes and links, including dashboard-based service health checks, real-time performance
awareness, and residual margin analysis and optimization.

LIVE NETWORK LINKS
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Since one single performance factor is not enough to understand the real-time state of a fiber optic connection,
the field trial testing included real-time awareness of
pre-forward error correction (FEC) bit error rate (BER),
OSNR, and residual margin. Figure 2 highlights the results
of a service health check (SHC) conducted during the trial;
all monitored performance parameters on the link (e.g.,
pre-FEC, OSNR, residual margin) presented stable
operational conditions throughout the monitoring period.

FIGURE 2:
Real-time service health check
conducted during field trial

Link impairments

Signal quality curve including noise and link impairments:

FIGURE 3:
Example of the importance of
residual margin in real-time
performance awareness, with
evidence of available link budget
that can be optimized in a variety
of ways by the operator

Noise level

By pushing optical innovation forward in this trial, Infinera and Telia Carrier were able to provision two additional
wavelengths at 200G, delivering 400G more capacity
over the same network based on the results of this new
software-enabled intelligence and the increasingly flexible
network capabilities enabled by softwareization. When
applied to an entire global network, the potential impact of
these solutions to help carriers, service providers and end
users deliver and use capacity more efficiently is immense.
Carriers and service providers will save on costs, increase
capacity, improve planning and growth while maximizing
their existing investments. Customers will benefit from
flexible, scalable self-service bandwidth on-demand and
across other applications.

Understanding the real-time condition of residual margin
in a multi-domain portion of the Telia Carrier network was
a leading purpose of the expanded trial. Residual margin
represents the most useful measure of received signal quality and determines how much room there is for the signal
to degrade without impacting error-free operation. Residual margin is impacted by OSNR, linear impairments, and
nonlinear impairments. Measured in decibels (dB), residual
margin tells you by how many dB OSNR can be reduced,
if linear and non-linear impairments remain constant until
post-FEC errors will occur. Accurately assessing the residual margin requires accurately determining the impact of
all three. This real-time knowledge can provide the tools to
mine available network margin and repurpose it to the benefit of both network operations and end-user customers.
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CUSTOMERS WILL BENEFIT FROM
FLEXIBLE, SCALABLE SELF-SERVICE
BANDWIDTH ON-DEMAND.

AUTOMATION IS HERO OF THE HOUR
These recent field tests measuring the impact of software
intelligence and automation serve to reiterate the incredible
value of both. A critical element behind the innovations
supporting the acceleration of DX, automation can not
only eliminate costly human errors and their impact on the
network, it simply performs tasks faster. Together, those
advantages mean a savings of time and money and frees
up personnel resources to focus on more strategic initiatives instead of day-to-day operations.
Automation can also fuel the creation of innovative new
services and shorten time to service—both of which can
directly impact revenue growth. To be honest, the industry
is only beginning to see the potential impact on operational
efficiency that can be driven by automation, and partnerships such as the one between Infinera and Telia Carrier
only serve to accelerate that discovery process.
For carriers such as Telia Carrier, the effects of automation
can be felt throughout the organization. In one example, a
manual process for billing requires a lot of human resources to calculate how much customers should pay based
on their traffic usage. Once automated, it has the potential
to free these people to work on more value-added tasks.
In another instance, automation of network configuration
services removes the manual performance assessments of

optical wavelengths—a critical network performance management task. Infinera’s ability to automate fiber monitoring across the network has the potential to greatly benefit
carriers, delivering access to trend analysis that can help
with planning and optimization, and enabling the greatest
possible use of the maximum available spectrum.
Automation is also crucial when it comes to serving cloud
and data center operators at scale. Software-based
automation will improve existing services and enable new
services such as bandwidth on demand, allowing customers to control how they distribute their bandwidth while
meeting the need for scalable, on-demand and self-service
applications.

FASTER STREAMING, BETTER
GAMEPLAY ETC.
Implementing both SDN and automation together brings
the industry much closer to the reality of bandwidth on
demand, mirroring the nearly instant dial-up of compute,
storage and network services and the pay-as-you-go business model of the cloud. The combination of intelligence
in the network, and more dynamic optical networks fully
informed by real-time performance awareness and network
adaptability will provide the foundation for a new level of
optical layer efficiency and agility. On that base, enterprises
will have a near endless availability of capacity that enables
the service performance demanded by this Fourth Industrial Revolution—faster streaming rates, better gameplay, enhanced graphics and seamless collaboration from nimble,
responsive networks. For further information, please visit:
www.teliacarrier.com
www.infinera.com

